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FULLY NUCLEAR AND COMPLETELY NUCLEAR

OPERATORS WITH APPLICATIONS TO
jSfi- AND ^-SPACES

BY

C. P. STEGALLC1) AND J. R. RETHERFORD(2)

Abstract. This paper is devoted to a study of the conjecture of A. Grothendieck

that if E and F are Banach spaces and all operators from E to F are nuclear, then E

or F must be finite dimensional. Two partial solutions are given to this conjecture

(Chapters II and IV). In these chapters, operators we call fully nuclear and completely

nuclear are introduced and studied. The principal result of these two chapters is that

if y(E, F) = FN (E, F) or S?(E, F) = CN (E, F) (and E is isomorphic to a conjugate

space or E' contains a reflexive subspace in the latter case) then one of E, F is finite

dimensional.

Two new properties of Banach spaces are introduced in Chapter I. We call these

properties "sufficiently Euclidean" and "the two-series property". Chapter I

provides the machinery for all the subsequent chapters.

The principal part of the paper (Chapters II and V) is devoted to internal charac-

terizations of the 3f„-and -S^-spaces of Lindenstrauss and Pelczyhski. These character-

izations are in terms of the behavior of various classes of operators from or into these

spaces. As a by-product an apparently new characterization of Hilbert spaces is

obtained.

Finally, Chapter VI is a summary of the known characterizations of -S?i- and

.5?«, -spaces.

Introduction. The notation used will be that of [29] and [35] where one can find

the basic theorems of topological vector spaces that we shall use. We shall be

considering only normed spaces, and for the most part Banach spaces.

This work is based on the Memoir of Grothendieck [7] (see also [8], [9], [30],

[23]) and the papers [18], [19] of Lindenstrauss, Pelczyhski and Rosenthal. No

attempt will be made to give proofs, or even detailed statements of the theorems of

[7] that we shall be using. We shall list below the theorems basic to this work.

The word operator (and sometimes map) will mean a bounded linear trans-

formation. We shall denote by ^C(E, F) the operators from E to F. By an isomor-

phism, we shall mean a one-to-one operator that is open. We shall usually say

whether the isomorphism is onto or not; isometry has the usual meaning. If
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T: E-> Fis an operator, the range of Tis Fand the image of Tis the subset T(E)

of F. A projection P is an operator in i?(F, E) such that P2 = P. If T: E-> Fis an

operator and £0e£we shall denote by T\Eo the restriction of Tto E0.

If {xa}^E where £ is a Banach space, then by [xa] we mean the closed, linear

span of {xa} in E; that is, the smallest closed subspace of E containing {xa}.

The ä'p-spaces. Here we define the ^,-spaces of [18]. We will only concern our-

selves in this work with the cases p= 1 or oo.

Definition 0.1. If £ and F are isomorphic Banach spaces, the distance coefficient

of E and F, d(E, F), is defined by

d(E, F) = inf {||F|| ■ ||r_1|| : T: E^ F, Tis an onto isomorphism}.

We shall denote by c0, /„, 1 gF = °°>tne usual sequence spaces with their standard

norm. By /£, 1 g/?goo, n= 1, 2, 3,..., we shall mean the «-fold product of the

complex (or real) numbers with the following norm:

For 1 g/?<oo,

Wi,--;k)\\ -(j^

For p = co,

\\(h,...,tn)\\ = max |r,|.

As usual, we shall denote by L„(S, y), l^p^oo, the space of /?-integrable func-

tions given by a measure li (in the sense of Bourbaki) on a locally compact Haus-

dorff space S (actually equivalence classes of such functions!).

Let AS: 1 be given and 1 g/?goo. A space E is an -S?pA-space if for each finite-

dimensional fc£ there exists a finite-dimensional subspace B with F^B^E such

that d(B, /p)gA where « = dim (B), the dimension of B.

A space E is an ^,-space if Eis an .Sf^-space for some AS; 1. We shall frequently

use the result that the dual of an ^,-space is an .S^-space, 1 g/> g co and \jp+\jq=\

[18], [19].
Injective spaces.

Definition 0.2. The projection constant P(E) of a Banach space E is defined by

P(E) = Sup inf {|| P || : P: F^ E a projection}

where the supremum is taken over all spaces having a subspace linearly isometric

to E.

A space E with P(E)< +co is called injective (F-space, FA-space for some AS: 1).

If dim E^n then E is injective and F(F)gn [28].

We will repeatedly use the result of Lindenstrauss and Rosenthal [19] that the

dual of an ^-space is injective and the following result of Goodner [36].

Theorem 0.3. The following are equivalent:

(a) E is injective;
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(b) for any pair of Banach spaces Y, Z, Y=> E and any Te J?(E, Z) there is an

extension f: Y-^Z(with \\f || g A||F|| if E is a PK-space).

Series and bases. A series 'n a Banach space E is said to converge

absolutely if 1 < +00 and to converge unconditionally if 2.™ 1 Mi converges

for all choices of (complex) numbers     |e,[ = 1.

By a biorthogonal system (x^f) in E we mean sequences (x^^E, (/)<=£' such

that yi(jCy) = S,y. The expression 2t™ 's tne formal expansion of x e E with

respect to the biorthogonal system (xt, ft). A (Schauder) basis for £ is a biorthogonal

system (Xj,/j) such that the formal expansion of each x e E converges to x in the

norm topology of E. An unconditional basis is a basis in which each expansion

converges unconditionally.

The basis constant is the supremum of the norms of the partial sum operators.

We will have occasion to use the following trivial special case of a theorem of

Day. (Indeed Day's book [35] is an excellent source for information about series

and bases.)

Theorem 0.4. Let E be an infinite-dimensional normed space. Then there is a

biorthogonal system (xufi) in E with      = ||/(|| = 1 for each i.

Tensor products. On the algebraic tensor product E ® F of two Banach spaces

£ and £we shall consider only two topologies. The first, the w-topology (projective,

greatest cross-norm-topology) [7, §1, no. 1] is defined as follows:

For u e £ <g) £,

where the inf is over all possible representations of u. We denote the completion of

£ <g) £ with the 7r-topology by £ (§) £.

We will repeatedly use the following result of Grothendieck [7, §2, no. 1] (for an

elementary proof due to Pietsch see [29]).

Theorem 0.5. An element ue E ® £ can be represented in the following form:

u =     i XtXi (g) y( where (Af) e lu x{ —> 0 and y( -> 0.

We also need the following result (also due to Grothendieck) which is easy to

prove:

Theorem 0.6. The dual of E (x) £ is the space of continuous bilinear forms on

ExF, which is the same as £?(E, £') or ^f(F, £'), with the duality given by the

following: if u = 2j_ i x{ ® yf is in £ <g> £ and T is in &(E, £') then

\\:u =

n

<M,r> = 2 <JXi,yiy.

The second topology, the £-topology (inductive, least cross-norm-topology) [7,

§3, no. 1] on £ (g) £ is defined as follows: the e-topology is the topology induced on
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£ ® £by considering it as a subspace of =§?(£', £) via the canonical map e ®f ->T

where T(e') = <[e', eyf. We shall denote the e-completion of E <gi F by E ® F.

The dual of £ ® £ has also been characterized by Grothendieck. The dual is a

subset of the bilinear forms on £x£called the integral bilinear forms and denoted

by J(E, £).

If £0^£ and £0^£ there is an obvious operator J: E0 (g £0 —>- £(g £. In the

7r-topology, the adjoint/' is the restriction of a bilinear form on £x£to a bilinear

form on £0 x £0; and, in the e-topology J' is onto (because, in the case, J is always

an isometry), and is thus the restriction of an integral bilinear form on £x £to an

integral bilinear form on £0 x £0.

The (metric) approximation property.

Definition 0.7. A Banach space £ has the approximation property if for each

compact set K<^E there is an operator Te J?(E, E) with finite-dimensional range

such that \\x-Tx\\^\ for x e K. If £ can be chosen so that \\T\^\ then £ is said

to have the metric approximation property.

Of course [7] is the classic work on the approximation property. We need only

the following results from [7, §5]: Define the operator /: £ ® £—^ ./(£', £') as

follows: if w = 2r=i ® yt e E ® F and v = 2J=ifj ® g, e £' ® £' and H|£g 1,

then

I <»,/«> I
oo     /  n \ oo

2 2 Vfoto)) =2 MINI b«
i=l  \j = l / i=l

which shows that / is a bounded linear operator.

Also since e^tt there is an obvious (canonical) map J: E ® £^ £ ® £.

Theorem 0.8. £/je following are equivalent:

(a) £ /jcw /Ae approximation property;

(b) /or eac/; Banach space F the mapping J above is one-to-one; and

(c) for each Banach space F the mapping I defined above is one-to-one.

Concerning the metric approximation property we shall need the following [7,

p. 181, Corollaire 1, #2].

Theorem 0.9. If E has the metric approximation property then the map I above is

an into isometry for each Banach space F.

Certain classes of operators. In the remainder of this paper we will be primarily

concerned with four (usually distinct) classes of operators.

Absolutely summing operators.

Definition 0.10. An operator Ts£C(E,F) is absolutely summing if for each

unconditionally convergent series 2t™ i *i in £> the series 2i" i Txt is absolutely

convergent in £. These operators were introduced by Grothendieck [7, p. 55].

He called these operators "semi-integral adroit". The term "absolutely summing"

appears to be due to Pietsch [24], who first systematically studied these operators.

We need a consequence of Pietsch's characterization [24] of these operators.
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Theorem 0.11. Let Q.be a compact Hausdorff space, W a closed subspace of C(ü)

and Te <e(W, F), F a Banach space. Then T is absolutely summing if and only if

there is a ye C(Q)',        such that \Tx\\ ^y(\x\),for all xeW.

We let ||7"||as = inf {/^(ü)} where the infimum is over all y satisfying 0.11.

We denote the absolutely summing operators from E to F by AS (E, F).

It is immediate from 0.11 that any Te AS (E, F) admits the following factoriza-

tion:

(0.12)

where M is the unit ball of E' with its w*-topology and c denotes (canonical)

inclusion and a, ß are canonical. Here Z denotes the closure of the image of E

under the indicated maps. We have given the factorization in a fashion somewhat

different from that usually given (see e.g. [24]) since we need later that an absolutely

summing operator T factors through a subspace of Ldji) for some measure y.

Integral and nuclear operators. An operator T e ä?(E, F) induces in a natural

fashion a bilinear form TB on ExF'. Indeed, TB(e,f') = (Te,f").

Definition 0.13. (i) An operator Te ^C(E, F) is integral if the induced bilinear

form TB is an integral bilinear form on ExF'.

(ii) An operator Te J?(E, F) is nuclear if there exists a ue E' ® F such that

J(u) = T where J: E' ® F-> E' (£) Fis the canonical operator. It is immediate from

0.5 that if T is nuclear then there are sequences (Af) 6 tu (/])<=£", (yt)c:F, f 0,

ft, -> 0, such that Tx = St, A^jc)^ for x e E. We let I (E, F) and N (E, F) denote

respectively the integral and nuclear operators from E to F. The nuclear norm of a

nuclear operator T is the infimum of the 7i--norms of the corresponding tensors.

We consistently use the following two results. The first is immediate from the

above discussion and the second is a profound result of Grothendieck.

Theorem 0.14. IfTe N (E, F) then T admits the following factorization:

T
E—>F

R u

where SeN (c0, h). Indeed, if T=%°L1 X\ft ® yu f -+ 0, % 4- 0, (Af) e lu let R(x)

=«*,/i», £%)-(Aff<) and U(Vt)=lT-i Wt-
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It is clear from the definition that a nuclear operator is compact. Grothendieck

[7] has shown that the canonical injection from Lm(p.) -> L^p.) is integral and so

integral maps are not in general nuclear. The following result of Grothendieck

[7, Lemma 14, p. 133] whose proof rests on a strong version of the Dunford-Pettis

theorem is somewhat surprising.

Theorem 0.15. IfT.E^F is integral and S: F->- G is weakly compact then ST

is nuclear. IfT: F—s- F is weakly compact and »S: F—> G is integral and if either E"

or G' has the approximation property then ST is nuclear [7, Theorem 10, pp. 132-133;

Proposition 15, p. 86].

Quasi-nuclear operators. The quasi-nuclear operators which we now define were

introduced by Pietsch [23], [25].

Definition 0.16. A T'e S£(E, F) is quasi-nuclear if there is an absolutely con-

vergent series 2i" i/i m E' sucn tnat ll^ll = 2*™ i f°r eacn x e E. We denote

by QN (E, F) the quasi-nuclear operators from E to F.

The following is due to Pietsch.

Theorem 0.17. Let Fe QN (E, F) and Y an index set such that F<=lx(Y). Then

if (p is the injection of F into lx(Y), <pTe N (E, lx(Y)).

In Chapters II and IV we introduce the concepts of fully nuclear and completely

nuclear operators.

In general the following situation occurs:

FN ==> N => QN => AS

CN I

Extensions and liftings. We have briefly mentioned extensions of operators in

the introductory section on injective spaces. It is known that the injective spaces

are precisely the spaces having the "into" or "from" extension property for all

operators. However, it is clear from the definition that

Theorem 0.18. Nuclear operators enjoy the (nuclear) extension property.

If rp: Z-s- Y is an onto operator and Te &(E, Y), an operator Tcompleting the

triangle

F

Z

is called a lifting of T. It has been shown by Köthe [39] that the ^(r) spaces are

precisely the spaces admitting liftings for all operators. Again from the definition

it is clear that
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Theorem 0.19. Every nuclear operator enjoys the (nuclear) lifting property.

Finally, we mention that some of the results of this paper have been announced

in [42, a,b].

The authors would like to express their appreciation to Professor Aldo Lazar

for reading the manuscript and making many valuable suggestions.

I. Sufficiently Euclidean Banach Spaces

In this chapter we introduce a class of Banach spaces having finite-dimensional

subspaces of a certain type. We make this precise below.

1. Sufficiently Euclidean Banach spaces. One of the most profound results in

Banach space theory is the following theorem of A. Dvoretzky [4] concerning

spherical sections of convex bodies in Banach spaces.

Theorem 1.1 (Dvoretzky). For each e > 0 and each positive integer n, there exists

a positive integer n(e) such that if E is any Banach space and the dimension of E is

greater than n(e), then there exists a subspace F of E such that d(F, l2) g 1 + e.

Thus, in each infinite-dimensional Banach space, there are finite-dimensional

subspaces of arbitrarily large dimension, nearly isometric to Euclidean spaces. The

property we need is in a certain sense stronger.

Definition 1.2. A Banach space E is sufficiently Euclidean if there is a positive

constant C and sequences of operators {Jn}, {Pn} such that

T P
In n ^ r 'S 7"
l2      f £      r i2

and PnJn = In, the identity operator on l2, and ||F„|| • ]j/n|[ gC.

Remark 1.3. (i) Obviously we may assume ||FB|| = 1 and 1 g ||/n|| g C for each n.

(ii) It is immediate that any space isomorphic to a Hilbert space (i.e., any JS?2

space) is sufficiently Euclidean.

(iii) If F is sufficiently Euclidean and complemented in E, then E is sufficiently

Euclidean.

Remark I.3(iii) shows that the property of being sufficiently Euclidean actually

tells you very little about the space. However, as a technical device, this notion

seems to warrant study.

Let us compare Definition 1.2 with Theorem 1.1. While Dvoretzky's theorem

says that in an infinite-dimensional Banach space there are many, nearly isometric

copies of l2 for arbitrarily large n, it says nothing about the norm of a projection

onto one of these subspaces. For a space to be sufficiently Euclidean we are requir-

ing that there be a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of increasing dimension

such that each is "uniformly isomorphic" to l2 for the appropriate n, and the

projections onto these spaces are uniformly bounded.

From the definition, it is not immediately clear which Banach spaces are

sufficiently Euclidean. It might appear that the only such spaces are those that
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isomorphically have Hilbert space as a complemented subspace. In fact, the class of

sufficiently Euclidean spaces is rather large, and contains the classical reflexive

spaces, as well as some hereditarily nonreflexive spaces.

Our first result is a consequence of Zippin's modification [34] of the "Principle

of Local Reflexivity," the main result of [19]. This modification resulted from a

question originally posed by the authors.

The principle of local reflexivity. Let G be a finite-dimensional subspace of E"

and P: E" —> G a projection. Then, for each £>0 there is a subspace G0 of E and

an isomorphism S: G -> G0 such that

(i) S restricted to G n E is the identity;

(ii) |S^(|SI+e;and

(iii) there is a projection Q : E^G0 such that || Q || g (1 + e) |j P \\.

Property (iii) was added by M. Zippin. This theorem is one of the most remark-

able results obtained in the past few years and appears to be a powerful tool. For

some of its uses see [19]. We give one application now.

Theorem 1.4. A Banach space E is sufficiently Euclidean if and only if E' is also

sufficiently Euclidean.

Proof. If E is sufficiently Euclidean, with C the constant and {Pn} and {Jn} the

given operators, then clearly the adjoints {Pn}, {./„} and the same constant C will

suffice for E'. The converse follows immediately from the principle of local

reflexivity above. In fact, if E' is sufficiently Euclidean, then E" is also, so we have

the operators {£,}, {Pn} and the constant C given by the definition. Let e=\,JnPn

be the projection, JnPn(E") the finite-dimensional subspace of E", then we obtain

an isomorphism Sn: JnPn(E") -> E, and a projection Qn: E^~ E such that Qn(E)

= SnJnPn(E") with IISJ-HS-1!!^ and ||ß„||g2C; thus {SnPn} and {JnS~'Qn}

Theorem 1.5. For 1 <p<co, lp Is sufficiently Euclidean.

Proof. The following proof is essentially contained in [21]. Let yf denote the

ith Rademacher function, that is y((r) = sgn sin (2f_17r/), and consider Rn =

|y»>»«*yiJciMMl« Let G2»c.Lp[0, l] be the space spanned by Xuh-xu^ai^

k= 1,..., 2", n= 1, 2, 3,.... By extending the map ek -> xuk-iM2",ki2"h where ek is

the ki\\ unit vector of I2.", it is easy to see that the resulting operator F„: If -> G2n

is an isometry. By the definition of yt we have Rn^G2" for each n and, by the

classical Khinchin inequality, Rn is isomorphic to l2 and the norm of the iso-

morphism, C„, depends only on p. Let

are the desired operators and 4C2 the desired constant.

Qn(x) = 2     x(t)Yl(t) dtYi.
i = l JOi = l Jo
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Clearly Qn: Lp[0, 1] -> Rn, and by the orthogonality properties of the Rademacher

system it follows that Q„= Qn for each n, that is Qn is a projection of Lp[0, 1] onto

Rn for each n, and || Qn\\ g Mp, a constant depending only on p [13, p. 245]. (This

much of the proof shows that Lp[0, 1] is sufficiently Euclidean for \<p<oo.)

Let Sn: G2n Rn be the restriction of Qn to t72» and let Un: /p /2" be the natural

projection. Then Pn = Tn~lSnTnUn is a projection of ip onto a subspace whose

distance from 1% is no more than C„. Hence, we have that lp is sufficiently Euclidean.

From [18] it follows that each =2p-space, 1 g/?<oo, has a complemented subspace

isomorphic to lp. Thus we have the following result.

Corollary 1.6. For \<p<co, an 3?p-space is sufficiently Euclidean.

The cases p= 1 or p = oo will be considered below.

It is well known [1] and [2], that for/?#2, lp contains no isomorphic copy of /2.

Our next result is an easy consequence of the definition.

Theorem 1.7. A Banach space E is sufficiently Euclidean if and only if each

subspace of finite codimension in E is sufficiently Euclidean.

Proof. It is immediate from Remark I.3(iii) that if E has a sufficiently Euclidean

subspace of finite codimension, then E is sufficiently Euclidean. For the converse,

let F be a subspace of codimension m, 1 S m < oo. If we have the constant C and the

operators Jn: l2 E, P„: E->l2 given by Definition 1.2, we must have for n>m

that dimension (F n/n(/2))>« — m. There is a projection Qn: l2 -> P„Jn(l2) such

that \\Qn\\ = 1. If we let Sn be the restriction of Pn to F, then {JnQn} and {SnQn},

n^m+l, are the desired operators, and the same constant C will suffice.

Remark 1.8. (i) It follows from Theorem 1.7 that if E=E° is a quasi-reflexive

space [3], En = (En~1)' and if there is a A'such that EK is sufficiently Euclidean then

it follows (without recourse to local reflexivity) that En is sufficiently Euclidean for

each n.

(ii) Let us mention that for every positive integer n there is a sufficiently Euclidean

space which is quasi-reflexive of order n, namely the n-fold product of the space of

James [12].

(hi) It is known that a Banach space E such that each separable subspace of E

is isomorphic to Hilbert space is itself isomorphic to Hilbert space [17]. It is

interesting to note that, for 1 <p< oo, lp has the property that every subspace is

sufficiently Euclidean. For, if E is an infinite-dimensional subspace of lp, then it

contains an isomorphic copy of /„, that is complemented in /„, hence in E [21].

Thus E is sufficiently Euclidean.

We will return to properties of sufficiently Euclidean Banach spaces but first we

introduce a wider class of spaces.

2. The two series property. We now introduce a property enjoyed by all

sufficiently Euclidean Banach spaces.
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Definition 1.9. A Banach space E is said to have the two series property provided

there exists unconditionally convergent series 2ft l/i in E' and 2ft i xt in E such

that

We abbreviate this by saying E has Property (S).

Following [18] we say that a pair of Banach spaces <F, F> is unconditionally

trivial if each Te £?{E, F) is absolutely summing. In [18] the exceedingly nontrivial

result that if E is an i^-space and F space then <F, F> is unconditionally

trivial is proved. This result is a generalization of an earlier result of Grothendieck

and indeed follows readily from the "Grothendieck inequality" [18], [8].

We see the importance of spaces with Property (S) in the following theorem.

Theorem 1.10. Let E be a Banach space with Property (S), and let Fbe any Banach

space. Then <F, F> is not unconditionally trivial.

Proof. It follows from [4] and [18] that if &(E, F) = AS (E, F) then J2YF, l2)

= AS (E, l2). We shall prove there is an operator T: E^ l2 that is not absolutely

summing. Let 2fti ft, 2ft i *i be the series which exist by Definition 1.9. Let {e;}

be the usual orthonormal basis of l2. Define T: E^~ l2 by F(X) = 2f=i \\fj\\ ̂ ll2fj(x)eJ.

If C = sup||X|| = 1 2f=i l/MI, which is finite because 2f=i/,- is unconditionally

convergent, then for      g 1,

\A \\M )
(co \ 1/2

Thus T is a bounded operator. Also, we have

hm J 117X11 = Hm 2 (J J^^)1'2 = co.
n->oo i = l rt->co i = l  \j=l      \\J}\\ 1

That is, Pis not absolutely summing because the image {Txt} of the unconditionally

convergent series {xt} is not absolutely convergent.

We now determine the relationship between sufficiently Euclidean Banach spaces

and those with Property (S).

Theorem 1.11. A sufficiently Euclidean Banach space E has Property (S).

Proof. Choose {tk} in /4 but not in /3 and tk > 0. Block {tk} such that

\Tx\\ =
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and 0 = rti<w2<---, n; —^ co as j^co. Let w, = «J + 1 —«;; if E is sufficiently

Euclidean we must have operators {/,}, {P,}, and a constant C>0 such that

y, Pf1$' -4* £ /2m>

where PjJt is the identity on l™> and ||Py|| ■ 17,11 gC. If {e;j} denotes the usual basis

of /2' then it follows as in [4, Main Lemma] that if Jj(eji) = xnj+i then 2r=i t?xt is

unconditionally convergent, as is 2i°°=i tffi where fni + i=Pj(eJi),and we may assume

\\Pj\\ = 1, 11/11 gC. Here, of course, (xj and (/;) are ordered by the corresponding

blocks. Thus,

*        W,(*«)IV/a > * ?i3|/,te)l > * ,3

MA m\M ) = 4      =A "
Since lim„ 2?=i ti> = co, we also have

Thus £ has Property (S).

There are several corollaries to Theorems 1.10 and 1.11, and other applications

will be given in Chapter II.

Corollary 1.12. No      or ^-space is sufficiently Euclidean.

Proof. By the profound result mentioned above an operator Pfrom an .S^-space

to an JKj-space is absolutely summing. By Theorem 1.10, an -S^-space does not

have Property (S) hence is not sufficiently Euclidean. Since -S?,- and ^-spaces are

in duality [19], Theorem 1.4 says that =Sf„-spaces are not sufficiently Euclidean.

Remark 1.13. If E contains an isomorphic copy of c0, or lp, p>2, then E has

Property (S). (Hence, most, and perhaps all, -S^-spaces have Property (S) [19].)

Proof. Suppose J: c0^~ E is such that w||x|| g \ Jx\ g M||x||. If we choose f, in

E', H/ill g C, fi(Jet) = Sw where {e,) is the usual basis of c0, then certainly

«>    /1\l/3 co /l\4/3

2(7) *> - 2 © f>

are unconditionally convergent (the latter is even absolutely convergent). And we

have the following:

lim f (f lUJem/iY'VljT'y2 >lirayi/L

1   " 1
> lim — 2 - = °°-

n-* co L i = 1 I

Thus E has Property (S). The proof for /„, p > 2, is analogous.
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Remark 1.14. In Corollary 1.12 we prove that an .S^-space is not sufficiently

Euclidean by using the results of Grothendieck, Pelczyriski-Lindenstrauss, and

Lindenstrauss-Rosenthal ([8], [18] and [19]) showing that an ^-space is not

sufficiently Euclidean. It is interesting that another proof can be given avoiding

use of the inequality of Grothendieck [8], [18] which is the main tool in the proof

of the theorem that all operators from an i^-space to an -S?2-space are absolutely

summing. It is known that a Banach space E is an ^-space if and only if E" is a

PA-space for some A2:1 [19], [15]. Then by [15, Corollary 3, p. 16] if B is a finite-

dimensional subspace of on which there is a projection of norm no more than M,

then B is a PAM-space. If E were sufficiently Euclidean, C the constant and {En} the

sequence of subspaces given by Definition 1.2, then by [28, Lemma 1, p. 246]

(1/C)P(® g P(En) g C7V5)

where P(En) denotes the projection constant of En [10]. By the above, En is a

PAC2-space for all n. Thus P(/J)g AC3. By [28, p. 246] we have

Pin) = nY^n)I^T'\n + \).

By Stirling's formula it easily follows that P(/g) -> oo. Thus E is not sufficiently

Euclidean. Again applying [19] and Theorem 1.4 we obtain that an ^,-space is not

sufficiently Euclidean.

Although there are nonsufficiently Euclidean spaces, we do have the following

result.

Theorem 1.15. Every infinite-dimensional Banach space E contains a sufficiently

Euclidean subspace F. Moreover, F can be chosen to have a Schauder basis.

Proof. This theorem is essentially (of course, using different language) the result

of Guraril [11] concerning basic sequences in Banach spaces. We outline the proof.

If F and G are subspaces of a Banach space E then the inclination of F and G,

I (F, G), is defined by

I(P,G) = inf{]|x+y|| : xeF, \\x\\ = \,yeG).

If {Xi} is a sequence in E the index 6{Xi} of {Xi} is defined by

6{xt} = inf {d(Sn, [xt : i > «])}
n

where Sn denotes the unit sphere of [xf : f£n]. It is well known [6] that a sequence

is basic {xt} if and only if 6{Xi}>0. To prove Theorem 1.13 we state the following

three lemmas.

Lemma 1.16. Given e > 0, and a finite-dimensional subspace F there is an infinite-

dimensional subspace G of E such that l(F,G)>\— e.
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Lemma 1.17. Suppose the subspaces Fu F2 = G1Q> G2 and F3 satisfy

(i) l(GuG2)^a>0,

(ii) l(F1®F2,F3)^ß>0,

(iii) I(FuF2®F3)^ß>0,

then I (Fj 0 Gu G2 © F3) £ aß2/(2 + a).

Lemma 1.18. Let {xj, xf,..., xf'} be bases of k{-dimensional subspaces P^E for

which 0(x|)St«>O for j=\,ku i=l,2,and for any integers m, n, with

m < n, I (P1 © ■ ■ • © Pm, Pm +, © • • ■ 0 Pn) ̂  ß > 0. Then {xft is a basis for

[x{:j = I,..., kt, i = 1,2,.. .]

and the index of this sequence is St aß2/(2 + a).

The proofs of Lemmas 1.16, 1.17 and 1.18 can be derived from [11].

Now by using Theorem 1.1 we apply the above with {x},..., xf'} corresponding

under an c-isometry to the unit vector basis of l2l. If F= [x{] then F is clearly

sufficiently Euclidean. The projections from F onto [x\,..., xk'] have norm no

greater than 2A", where K is the basis constant. This proves Theorem 1.15.

Corollary 1.19. Every ^-(y^-space contains a subspace with a basis that is

not an ^-(ßtf^-space.

Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 1.12 and Theorem 1.15.

This generalizes the examples given in [21], [16], for subspaces of c0 and lx

respectively.

Corollary 1.19 can also be obtained from the results of [18].

Corollary 1.20. There exists hereditarily nonreflexive sufficiently Euclidean

spaces.

Proof. This is immediate from the well-known result that c0 and /, have no

reflexive subspaces.

We restate in somewhat different, and more useful forms, some of the results

we have obtained in this chapter.

Theorem 1.21. Let E and F be infinite-dimensional Banach spaces. Then there is

an infinite-dimensional subspace E0 of E and an operator T: E0-^» F that is not

absolutely summing.

Proof. We have only to choose E0 to be sufficiently Euclidean and apply Theorem

1.10.

Theorem 1.22. Let E and F be infinite dimensional Banach spaces. Then there is

an infinite-dimensional subspace F0 of F and an operator T: E —> F0 such that T' is

not absolutely summing (hence T cannot be integral).
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Proof. As in Theorem HI, we choose a sequence {tk} in /4 but not l3 and block

(and re-index) such that 2ti (2*»i ?i*)1,4<<x>. As in Theorem LI5, choose a

sufficiently Euclidean space F0 =[y?], with corresponding basis constant C/2 and

the "blocks" {y\,.. .,yj*'} corresponding to the above blocking. By Theorem 1.1

find £-isometric copies of /£', say [fi],j= I,..., kuj=l, 2,..., in E'. Consider the

operator

co ki

T(x) = 22 hif!(x)yl

For |[;v || g 1, we have

11*1 2 2 'v/K*)* ^ 2II 2 t»fli*)y{
(=i s=i i=i ii i=i

co     / kt . 1/2

g c(i+£)2 2 Ml^wi2
i = 1 V ; = 1 /

co    / ki .1/2

g c(i+£)3'22 2
i=i v«j /

co      / ki s 1/2

g c(i+£)3,22  s«p 2 \t8ft(x)\)
i = 1 \ llacll = 1 ) = 1 /

co    / II   ki \ 1/2

g c(i+,)3'22 hup 2 'fart
i = l  \\e,\ = l II j = l /

co     , ki .1/4

g c(i+£)22 2 W ■
1 = 1 V=i /

Thus Pis a bounded linear operator. Proceeding exactly as in Theorem 1.10 we

see that T'\ F'0-> E' is not absolutely summing.

3. Questions. There are many problems concerning sufficiently Euclidean

spaces which are unsolved. Of course, we have developed only a part of the theory

of such spaces in order to apply it to the later chapters. Indeed as remarked earlier,

the sufficiently Euclidean spaces appear to be useful primarily as a technical device.

It appears to us that for this reason, if no other, the sufficiently Euclidean spaces

warrant study as an entitity in themselves. Answers to the following questions

would go a long way in furthering the theory and applications of these spaces.

(Ql) Is every reflexive space sufficiently Euclidean?

(Q2) If E0 is a sufficiently Euclidean subspace of a conjugate Banach space F',

is the a(F', F)-closure of E0 also sufficiently Euclidean(3)?

We suspect that (Ql) has an affirmative answer and that (Q2) has a negative

response.

(3) H. Rosenthal asserts that counterexamples to (Q2) can be found using methods of

harmonic analysis.
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If, however, the response to (Q2) is affirmative, one could prove 1.4 without

recourse to the principle of local reflexivity. Also, an affirmative response to (Q2)

would answer (Q8) in Chapter III affirmatively.

We conjecture, however, that there is a a(lu c0)-dense sufficiently Euclidean

subspace of lr.

Since the pair <[E, F> unconditionally trivial implies that the pair <£, /2> is

unconditionally trivial it is natural, in view of 1.10, to raise the following question.

(Q3) If <[E, /2> is not unconditionally trivial, does E possess the two series

property ?

There is reason to believe that (Q3) has an affirmative answer. Indeed, suppose

there is an unconditionally convergent series 2 xi m E and Te 3?(E, l2) such that

2 ||7X1 = +co. Let fi = T'(TXi) e E'. Since 2 Txt is unconditionally convergent, so

is 2/i- Since we can suppose without loss of generality that ft #0 for each i, we have

V IsfJ^lV2 - V is I<7X,7V|Y;2
f If l/rll)     & 14   lirr^u }

>: 2 WT'Tx^WTx^ >: M 2 WTx^2,
i i

where M=||r||-1'2.

This crude estimate gives rise to the following discussion. Generalizing the notion

of a ^-absolutely summing operator, Pelczynski and Mitiagin have called a

Te J?(E, F) (p, q)-absolutely summing, \^p,q< +00, provided there is a constant

C such that for every finite subset {xu . . ., %} of E

(n \llp (I   n \l/q \

f2i«) =csup{(2 \x'W) ■Wx'W = 1}

(see [40] for a discussion of (p, ^-absolutely summing operators in /^-spaces).

(Q4) If <[E, /2> is not unconditionally trivial, is there a non-(3/2, l)-absolutely

summing operator from E to l2 ?

It is obvious how (Q4) relates to the above. Also, (Q4) is similar to Problem 3,

p. 319 of [18]. Moreover, (Q4) is related to the questions concerning the parameters

a(E) and ß(E) of [17] and to a classical theorem of Orlicz.

II. Fully Nuclear Operators

1. The Grothendieck conjecture.  Of the many conjectures made by A. Grothen-

dieck in his classical memoir [7] we find the following to be one of the most

interesting:

(C) If E and F are Banach spaces and ^C(E, F) = N (E, F), then E or F must be

finite dimensional.

In a sense, the nuclear operators between two Banach spaces are the only "con-

structible" operators, that is, the operators of the most elementary form that

include the finite-dimensional operators.

To our knowledge this conjecture has only been considered in [7] and in the

very important paper of Lindenstrauss and Pefczynski [18].
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While we are not able to solve (C) in the generality asserted by Grothendieck we

are able to give an affirmative answer to (C) under a somewhat more restricted

hypothesis, which, however, does seem to include all the known cases.

We now define the concept of a fully nuclear operator.

Definition II. 1. A bounded operator T: E-^ F, E and FBanach spaces, is said

to be fully nucelar if the astriction Ta: F-s- T(E) is nuclear.

Notation. FN (E, F) will denote the fully nuclear operators from E to F.

Remark II.2. (i) Grothendieck [7, p. 40] has given a general method for obtain-

ing nuclear operators that are not fully nuclear (using, of course, different ter-

minology); this construction is possible because of the following theorem due to

Grothendieck [7, p. 40]:

Let F be a Banach space and E a closed subspace of F such that E is complemented

in E". Then the canonical operator J: E ® E' -> F ® E' is an into isomorphism if

and only if E is complemented in F.

The proof is immediate from the fact that J is an isomorphism if and only if

J': J?(F, E") ^(E, E") (J' is just restriction) is onto which is true if and only if

E" is complemented in F". Thus examples of nuclear, nonfully nuclear operators

may be given by choosing a Banach space F with the approximation property, a

closed, noncomplemented, reflexive subspace E with the approximation property.

Then there exists an element T of F ® E' that is in the closure of E ® E' but not

in E ® E'. Regarding Fas an operator, T: E-> F, then T(E)<^E, Fis nuclear, but

the astriction Ta: E    F is not nuclear. Numerous examples are given later.

(ii) It is easily seen [23, p. 50] that if F0 is a dense subspace of F, F: E —> F,

T(E)cF0, Te N (E, F), then Fis nuclear with respect to F0. Thus in the definition

of a fully nuclear operator, it does not matter whether we consider the astriction

to the image or to the closure of the image.

(iii) Many of the difficulties in the theory of nuclear operators arise because the

representation of a nuclear operator T: E—> Fdepends on the range Fand not the

image T(E). Obviously, these difficulties are not present when we consider fully

nuclear operators.

(iv) Remark (i) shows that there are nuclear, nonfully nuclear operators; we shall

see later that in a certain sense each nuclear operator can be obtained from a fully

nuclear operator.

We can now give the main result of this chapter.

Theorem II. 3. Let E and F be Banach spaces and suppose -S?(F, F) = FN (F, F).

Then E or F is finite dimensional. The converse is also true.

Proof. Suppose both E and Fare infinite dimensional. By Theorem 1.15 there

is a sufficiently Euclidean subspace F0 of F and hence, by Theorem 1.4, F0 is

sufficiently Euclidean. By Theorem 1.22 there is an operator T: E-> F0 such that

T'\ F0 —>- E' is not absolutely summing. By [7, §4, sec. 3] P cannot be integral and

so cannot be nuclear. If J: F0^ F is the inclusion map then S=JT is not fully
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nuclear. Thus one of E and F must be finite dimensional. It is easy to see that a

mapping to or from a finite-dimensional space is fully nuclear, completing the proof

of the theorem.

Remark IIA If (C) is true as conjectured by Grothendieck, then if Z£(E, F)

= N (E, F), it must be the case that £?(E, F) = FN (F, F). We will make further

comments on this at the end of the chapter.

We now prove a result dual to Theorem II.3.

Theorem II.5. Let E and Fbe infinite-dimensional Banach spaces with F isomorphic

to a conjugate space. Then there is a quotient space G of F and a Te £f(E, G) such

that T is not nuclear.

Proof. By hypothesis, there is a Banach space D such that D' is isomorphic to F.

Let D0 be a sufficiently Euclidean subspace of D. If J: Z>0 -> D is the inclusion map

then /': D' D'0 is onto. Also we have an onto operator S: F^ D'0 (since F is

isomorphic to D'). Since D0, and hence D'0 is sufficiently Euclidean, as above,

there is a nonnuclear operator from E to G= D'0.

2. The linear and "ideal" structure of FN (E, F). It is well known [7], [13]

that N (E, F) is a linear space and that if Se Sf(E, F), Te N (F, G), R e £t°{G, H)

then TS e N (E, G) and RT e N (F, H) for all Banach spaces E, F, G and H.

Unfortunately FN (E, F) is not so well behaved.

Theorem II.6. Let Te N (E, F) and suppose Ker P=P_1(0) has infinite dimen-

sion. Then T has a representation T=T1~T2 where Tu T2 e FN (E, F).

Proof. We may assume that Pis of the form zZt^i fi. ® )>t> where 2ti ||yi|| < +°o

and l/ill Choose (x,) in the kernel of Fand (gt) in E' such that ]|g,|| = ||x(|| = 1

and gi(xj) = 8ij. This is possible since dim Ker T= +oo, by (0.4). Let T1 = J,r=1(f + gi)

(giji and F2 = 2i°0=i gi ® Since x, e Ker P for each / and gi(xj) = 8ij, Ti(xf)

= lr=i(fi + gd(xi)yi = Txj+yi=yj; also, P2(x,)=y;. and so T%i T2 e FN (E, F).

Clearly P=P1-P2.

It follows from II.6 and the construction of Grothendieck (II.2(i)) that FN (E, F)

is not, in general, a linear space.

The ideal structure of FN (E, F) is also pathological. It is clear that ST is fully

nuclear whenever T is fully nuclear. If R e J?(E, F) and the closure of R{E) is F

then TR is fully nculear whenever T is. However, in general, TR need not be fully

nuclear whenever Pis. This fact is a consequence of the following: Every nuclear

operator is the restriction of a fully nuclear operator. This result is proved in

Chapter III.

3. A characterization of Hilbert spaces. Although FN (E, F) is not necessarily

a linear space, there are very important cases where FN (E, F) is linear.

Theorem II.7. Let T: E —> F be nuclear and cl (T(E)) complemented in F. Then

T is fully nuclear.
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Proof. Since Pis nuclear, there exists {x\)^E', {yx)^F, 2i°°=i 11*1 II ■ II * II <+00

and F.v = 2r=, <x, *{>*• If P: E-+ cl (T(E)) is a bounded projection, then Tx = PTx

= ir=i<x,x't}Pyt, and 2 Ml • 1^*11 =5 ||P|| L"i Nil ■ 1*1 < +« and it follows
immediately that Pis fully nuclear.

Corollary II.8. If F is isomorphic to a Hilbert space {in particular if F is finite

dimensional) then, for any Banach space E, N (E, P) = FN (E, F).

Proof. The proof is immediate from the theorem since every closed subspace of

Pis complemented.

Since the mappings of finite rank are dense in N (E, F) with the nuclear norm

[23], we see from II.8 that, for all Banach spaces E and F, FN (E, F) is dense in

N (E, F) (with the nuclear norm).

A partial converse to II.7 is also true.

Theorem II.9. Let F be a reflexive Banach space such that (i) each subspace of F

has the approximation property and (ii) ifT: £ —>■ F is nuclear then T is fully nuclear.

Then every subspace of F is complemented.

Proof. Let F0 be a closed subspace of F and J the canonical map of Fq ® F0

into Fo ® F. J is one-to-one since F0 has the approximation property [7, p. 165].

Moreover, J is closed. If not, by the construction given in II.2(i), there would be a

nuclear map P: F0 -> F with P(F0) £ F0 such that the astriction Ta: F0 F0 is not

nuclear, contradicting our hypothesis. Since J is an isomorphism into, J' is onto.

But J': if(F, Fq) -> ^(F0, FÖ) is restriction and since Fq =F0, the identity map,

T. F0 -f F0 has an extension P: F-> F0 and P2=P, thus F0 is complemented.

Remark 11.10. It is clearly enough in 11.9 to consider only reflexive Banach

spaces E. This observation will be useful later.

If H is a Hilbert space, and F is a closed subspace of H, and E is any Banach

space then the canonical map J: E' ® £—> E' ® // is always an isometry.

The converse is also true.

Theorem II.11. Suppose F is a Banach space satisfying the conditions o/TI.6 and

with the following property: the nuclear norm in E' ® cl (P(F)) is the same as in

E' ® F. Then F is isometric to a Hilbert space.

Proof. As above, the canonical map J: F0 ® F0 -*■ Fq ® F is an isometry when-

ever F0 is a closed subspace of F. Thus the adjoint map J': ^c(F, F0) -4- =s?(£0, F0)

is onto, and by the Hahn-Banach theorem, since / is an isometry, there is an operator

P:£->£0 such that P restricted to F0 is the identity and |P|| = 1. Thus by

Kakutani's theorem [14], Fis isometric to a Hilbert space.

The following remarks pertain to II.9 and 11.11.

Remark 11.12. (i) Grothendieck [7, §5, sec. 2] has conjectured that all reflexive

Banach spaces have the approximation property, so part (i) of the hypothesis of

Theorem II.9 is probably superfluous.
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(ii) We have not used the full strength of hypothesis (ii) in II.9 in proving II.9

or 11.11 since we used the properties only for subspaces of F. This does, however,

give an easy, although apparently new, characterization of Hilbert space.

(iii) Using the construction of II.2(i) and a recent result of Rosenthal we show

how exacting II.9 and 11.11 actually are. By Rosenthal [26, p. 52] there is an un-

complemented subspace of L4/3 which is isomorphic to l2. Let S: !2 -*■ P4/3 be such

an into isomorphism. It follows as in II.2(i) that / ® S: l2 ® l2^ l2 ® L4)3 is not

closed, that is, there is an operator T: l2 -> l2 that is not nuclear, but ST: l2 -> L4/3

is nuclear. This shows how important (ii) in the hypothesis of II.9 is.

(iv) If 5 and Fhave the meaning as in II.7(iii) then as just observed, STis nuclear,

that is, we may compose a nonnuclear operator T with an into isomorphism S1 to

obtain a nuclear operator. In [23, p. 49], [25] Pietsch introduced the idea of a

quasi-nuclear operator and proved that if F:f->F is quasi-nuclear, then if

J: Flx(S) is the canonical operator where S is the unit ball of F', then JT is

nuclear [23, p. 52] (cf. 0.16). Thus the situation in (iii) is actually quite common.

In fact, it is interesting to note that the spaces in (iii) are reflexive. A large class of

examples is given in the next chapter.

(v) It should be mentioned that II.9 may actually characterize Hilbert space. It

is still an open question as to whether the conclusion of II.9 characterizes Hilbert

space(4).

4. An analog of a problem of Grothendieck. It is easily seen that if T: £-> F

is nuclear, then T': F' -> E' is nuclear [23, p. 48]. The converse question is still

open. ([23]; some partial results are given in [7].) The analogous problem for fully

nuclear operators is solved in the following theorem.

Theorem 11.13. There is a nonfully nuclear operator T whose adjoint T' is fully

nuclear.

Proof. Let E be a sufficiently Euclidean subspace of lu with a basis, which exists

by Theorem 1.15. Again we use the technique of II.2(i). The canonical map

J: E ® l2 -> Ix ® l2 is one-to-one, since l2 has the approximation property [7, §5,

sec. 3]. However, J is not closed because if it were, the adjoint J': -^(/i, /2)—>

&(E, l2) which is restriction would be onto. Every operator from /, to l2 is absolutely

summing [8], [18] and so the restriction of such an operator is absolutely summing.

By Theorem 1.10 there exists a nonabsolutely summing operator from E to l2.

Thus E ® l2 is not closed in /\ ® l2. Choose T in the closure of E ® l2 in lx ® l2

but not in E ® l2. Regarding P as an operator from l2 to /, with P(/2)cp, T is

nuclear but not fully nuclear. Anticipating a result in Chapter III we claim that

P' is fully nuclear.

(4) This long outstanding problem has been solved affirmatively by J. Lindenstrauss and

L. Tzafriri, On the complemented subspace problem, Israel J. Math. 9 (1971), 263-269. Thus our

II.9 characterizes the isomorphs of Hilbert space.
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5. Questions. In Chapter II we have given criteria for full nuclearity only in

terms of the range. In Chapter III we consider criteria in terms of the domain and

obtain a rather surprising theorem.

The unsolved problems concerning Chapter II appear to be extremely difficult.

The most obvious question is the following:

(Q5) If there is a nonfully nuclear operator 7" from Eto F, is there a nonnuclear

operator from E to Fl

As mentioned earlier in connection with II.9, the problems concerning II.9 and

11.11 are classical and we will not attempt to discuss the dimculties(4).

In reference to (Q5) we do feel that the material developed in Chapter I can

eventually be expanded to prove (C) exactly as asserted by Grothendieck.

III. Characterizations of -Spaces

1. .5^-spaces.   To motivate this chapter we first make an easy, though interest-

ing, observation which seems to have received little attention.

Theorem III. 1. Let F be any Banach space, then any absolutely summing map

T: c0 —^ F is nuclear. In particular, any nuclear map from c0 to F is fully nucleari5).

Proof. Let (ej denote the usual unit vector basis of c0. The formal series 2™=i ̂

is weakly unconditionally Cauchy, and thus T^j. ||Pet|| < +00 [23, p. 36]. If

x = 2,™= 1 fi(x)et in c0, then Tx=JilaL1fi{x)Tei, where (f) is the unit vector basis of lx.

Also, 2i°°=i ||/ilH|P<?ill=Zr=i ||Pej||< +00, which implies Pis nuclear. Also, if

P: c0 -» F is nuclear, then it is absolutely summing, so the astriction Pa:c0—s-

cl (P(c0)) is certainly absolutely summing, and by the above, nuclear. Thus P is

fully nuclear.

Remark III.2. (i) It is easily observed that the above theorem generalizes to

c0(S) spaces, S any set.

(ii) Grothendieck [8] has observed that the canonical operator from C[0, 1] to

Lx[0, 1] is integral (hence absolutely summing) but not nuclear. By the profound

result of Miljutin [20] it follows that if K is compact metric and uncountable then

there is a nonnuclear, integral operator P: C{K) —^Pi[0, 1].

(iii) More generally, the canonical operator LX(S, y) —> L1(S, y), S a locally

compact Hausdorff space, y a measure on S [30, Exposes 3, 4, 16] is integral, but

not, in general, nuclear (not in general, even compact) [30, Expose 16, p. 5]. In

particular, the operator Lw[0, 1] —s-LJO, 1] is integral but not nuclear. Moreover,

lx is isomorphic to LX[Q, 1] [18]. Since lx is isometrically, isomorphic to C(j3A),

the Stone-Cech compactification of the positive integers A, there is an integral,

nonnuclear operator from C(ßN) to Li[0, 1]. It follows from a recent result of

Rosenthal [27] that if K is any Stonian space (i.e., compact, Hausdorff and the

(5) The following generalizations of III. 1 and III.7 have been proved by D. R. Lewis and

C. Stegall: If £ is a Banach space then E' is isomorphic to /i(r) if and only if AS (E, F)

= N (E, F) for all Banach spaces F (paper submitted to J. Functional Analysis).
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closure of every open set is again open) then there is a nonnuclear, integral operator

from C(K) to L1V0, 1].

The second part of Theorem III. 1 is true for any -space. We were led to this

result by the fact that the technique of II.2(i) fails because the dual of an JS^-space

is an .S^-space, and the dual of an ^-space is an injective space [15], [18],

[19].

Theorem III.3. The following assertions are equivalent:

(i) I (E, F) = AS (E, F)for all Banach spaces F;

(ii) N (£, F) = QN (E, F) for all Banach spaces F;

(iii) N (E, F) = FN (E, F) for all Banach spaces F; and

(iv) E is an ^-space.

Proof. (i)-*(ii). Let Pe QN (E, F). By 0.14 and 0.17 we have the following

diagram:

P K\
e—>f—>ur)

R

c0

u

Now SR is nuclear and so the astriction (SR)a is absolutely summing. By (i), (SR)a

is integral. Let U0 denote the restriction U to cl (SR(E)). Since U and hence U0 is

compact

U0(SR)a: E^d (U(SR(E))) = cl (KT(E)) = cl (K(T(E)))

is nuclear and so K~lrJ0(SR)a: E-^cl (P(F)) is nuclear, i.e. Pis nuclear.

(ii) (iii). Since the astriction of a nuclear operator is clearly quasi-nuclear,

this implication is trivial.

(iii) -> (iv). Suppose F is a Banach space with the approximation property and

F0 is a closed subspace of F. Consider the diagram

E' <§) F0 —► E' ® F

h

E'®F0-
K

E' ® F

Since F has the approximation property i2 is one-to-one; K is always one-to-one

hence KerJ=Ker/1. Now, Ker/1={« : (ux, y'> = 0, x e E, y' e Fq}, U=%tLx \xi

® y,. Regarding u as an operator, u(x) = 0 for all x then u"(x") = 0 for all x" e E"

since u (and thus u") as an operator is 0.
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From this observation and the fact that F has the approximation property (and

by (iii)) £' ® F01+ £' ® F is closed. Moreover, we have the diagrams:

E'®F0 -► E' ®F

onto\ /isomorphism

E' ® F0/Ker J

and

JS?(F, £") -> ä>(F0, E")

( + + ) ontcN^ isomorphism

(KerJ)0

It is easy to see that (Ker J)° contains the operators of finite rank from F0 to E".

Let {Fa} be the collection of all nontrivial finite-dimensional subspaces of lx and

let F0 = (Tasr 0 Fa)u and F=(TaEF 0 lm)l<o for a suitable index set F. Since F is

isometrically isomorphic to /„(r x A7), N the positive integers, F has the approxima-

tion property. Now by (iii), E' ® F0 E' ® Fis closed. Let Gx ̂  G2, dim G2 < +°o.

Thus there exists Gc/„ with G isometrically isomorphic to G2 and an a such that

FKc G^lx and Fa isometrically isomorphic to Gx. Let 5: Fa —> F" and Fa: F0 -> Fa,

Fa a projection of norm 1. Then SPa: F0 -> £" is of finite rank. By the diagram

( + + ) the restriction operator ^{F, £")(Ker 7)° is onto and so by the open

mapping theorem there is a C>0 such that for 5,6(Ker/)° there is an extension

§e£C{F, £") such that ^C\\S\\. Thus there is an operator S: F^E" with

S\F0 = SPa, ||S || S C||SPa|| ^ C||S ||. Now restrict 5 to the «th factor of (T^ 0 /„), „

and restrict again to G to obtain

->£", ||5||gC||5||.

By a remark of Lindenstrauss and Rosenthal [19], £" is injective. Hence by [19],

£ is an -2^-space.

(iv) -> (i). Suppose £ is an ^„ ^-space and Fe AS (£, £). Let TB: Ex £' —>- C

be the induced bilinear form, i.e. Fs(x, y') = <£*;, y'>. The idea of the proof is to

show that TB: E ® £' -> C is continuous. To this end let 2?=i *i <8> vi" e £ ® £'

with ||2"=i *i ® *'||£= 1- Since £ is an i?1 iA-space there is a finite-dimensional

space X with [x, : /5n]cA'c£ with d(X, /£)<A+1 where w = dim X. Suppose
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S:l%-> Xis such that ||S|| = 1, j]^-11[ ̂  A + 1, and zj = S(ej) where (e}) is the unit

vector basis of /£. Now A-j = 2?=i t%jZj, 1 jS/g«, and so

1 g Sup

= Sup

n in

2 2 tn<^x,><y,yl)= i j = i
m    I n \ ii

i   2 h^y'MzA:
i = 1 \i = 1 /

= 1

^(A+l^Sup^ max   2 /„<**'>
ll&igM |i = l

Ii   n ii

= (A+l)-1 max    2 ttjy'il'
ISiäm II i = l II

Ml = i

i.e.

(1) max 2       S A+l.

On the other hand since T is absolutely summing we have

2 \\Tzt\\ ^ imusupj 2 I <*,.*'> I = ll-^'ll = 1

= ||r||„sup^2 I       i: 1*1 = 1

= ||r||asSupj 2 \<^S'x'}\ : ||x'|| = 1

^ iiriiassup 2 k«»7>i : ii'ii ==      = imi

i.e.

(2)

Combining (1) and (2) we have

2 *i ®

2 11^-11 ^ mi

2 <7*i,yi> =22 '«<^,y«>
i = 1 i = 1 j = 1

2 <>„ 2 '«>0
/=1   \        i = l /

== 2 11^-11 2 hü
i = i II i = l

(A+i)lir||a

Thus TB is continuous and so TeJ(E, F') = \ (E, F"). It follows that Tis integral.

It is immediate from III.2(i) and 0.15, that an absolutely summing operator with

^-domain and reflexive range is nuclear.

Remark III.4. (i) Theorem III.3 was originally proved with the additional

hypothesis that E' have the approximation property in (i), (ii) and (iii). This

hypothesis was used in (iii) -> (iv) to assert that J: E' ® F0-> E' ® F was one-to-

one. It is interesting that (iv) implies that E' has the approximation property.
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That £' has the approximation property follows from these observations: Since

E is an i^-space E" is injective, hence complemented in lm(Y) for some V. But

/„(F) has the metric approximation property and so to show that E' has the

approximation property it suffices [30] to show that E" has the approximation

property; this fact is well known. It has been pointed out to us by Professor A.

Lazar that the approximation property hypothesis can also be deleted by making

the following observation: Suppose a Banach space E has the following property:

For all Banach spaces Y, Z with Y^Z, the restriction map y: =5f(Z, E) -> ^C(Y, E)

has closed range. Then E is an J£m-space.

Indeed, if the property holds there is a A such that for every Tey(^(Z, E))

there is a f e £{Z, E) with f | Y = T and || f \\ ̂  A|]T\\. For if not, there are Banach

spaces Yn^Zn, operators Tn e y{£t°{Zn, £)), ||Fn|j = 1, such that for any extension

Fne^(Zn,£), Ifjä«3. Let Y=(Y1® Y2 ©•■ -)c„ and Z={ZX © Z2 ©•■ .)„„•

Define T: Y-^E by Ty = 2n = i (l/n2)Tn(yn) where y=(yn). Since F is the limit

of extendable operators and y has a closed range, there is an extension f:Z^E,

of T. Choose n> || f\\. Now n2T\Zn is an extension of F„and \\n2T\Zn\\ ^n2\\f\\<n3,

a contradiction. Thus, such a A exists (this argument is essentially due to Goodner

[36]).
This fact applied to finite-dimensional Y, Z together with the remark of Linden-

strauss and Rosenthal [19] used earlier imply that £", hence £, is an ^^-space.

To see how this applies to (iii) (iv) observe that for finite-dimensional £,

T is closed, hence y = l[ is closed, yielding the desired result.

(ii) Let us mention that using the above one can add the following statements

to the list of equivalences in II 1.2 (a fully integral map, denoted Fe FI (£, £), is

defined analogously to that of a fully nuclear map):

(a) I (£, £) = FI (£, £) for all Banach spaces £;

(b) N (£, £) = FN (£, £) for all conjugate Banach spaces £;

(c) N (£, £) = FN (£, £) for all reflexive Banach spaces £;

(d) and (e) same as (b) and (c) replacing "nuclear" by "integral".

Indeed the nontrivial implication can be deduced from the proof of III.3.

(iii) It is curious, and somewhat surprising, that when an ^^-space is a range

space that the same phenomenon of III.2 occurs. More precisely, we have the

following theorem:

The following are equivalent:

(a) E is an ££m-space;

(b) AS (£, £) = I (£, E)for all Banach spaces £;

(c) QN (£, £) = N (£, E)for all Banach spaces £;

(d) QN (£, £) = N (£, £) for all Banach spaces F such that F" has the approxima-

tion property.

Proof, (a)-^(b). If £ is an J^-space then £" is injective [19]. By 0.12, if

PeAS(£, £) then P" e AS (£", £"). We claim that T" is integral. To see this
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observe that, by 0.12, T factors through a subspace of an Z,,(ju.)-space for some

positive measure y. Since F" is injective it follows that T" factors through the

canonical embedding of C(K) —s<- which is integral [7], [8]. Thus T", hence T,

is integral [7].

(b) -> (d). Let F be a Banach space such that F" has the approximation property

and let T: F —> E be quasi-nuclear and let I: /x(r) be the canonical injection.

Then IT is nuclear [25] and we have the factorization of Theorem 0.14:

T I
f—> e—► /ro(r)

R v

From this we obtain the following factorization:

T

Ua

cl (R(F))       cl (sr(f))

Since Sa is absolutely summing, UaSa is absolutely summing, and by (b) is integral.

Since Ra is compact and F" has the approximation property UaSaRa = T is nuclear

[7, Theorem 10, Proposition 15].

(d) -* (a). The proof is similar to that of (iii) -> (iv) of III.3. Let F= (2 © Ea)h

where Ea<^ /«, and dim Ea< +00. It is obvious that Fis reflexive and has the approxi-

mation property. By (d) it follows that J: F' ® E —^ F' (§) G is an isomorphism

for any space G containing E. Thus J': i?(G, F)-> ^C(E, F) is onto and by the

open mapping theorem there is a C>0 such that if Fe J?(E, F) then there exists a

fin if (G, F), ||F|| ^ C\\T\\, such that J'(T) = T, that is, T has an extension F: G -> F.

If T(E)^Ea for some a then we may compose T with the canonical projection

Pa: F-> E„, I Fa|| = 1, and we have an extension of T, PaT: G -> Ea. By repeating

the argument above we see that the constant C is independent of G. Thus by

[19, Remark 1 after Theorem 4.1] Fis an i^-space.

Since (c) —► (d) is obvious we need only prove (a) —> (c). Suppose T: F^> E is

quasi-nuclear and F space. Suppose T.E—'I^iT) is the canonical

injection. Then the composition IT is nuclear and we have the factorization of

Theorem 0.14
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from which we obtain the following factorization:

F-~-" E —L> /oo(r)

J
cl (R(F)) cl (SR(F))    k-> I,

Since Ua is compact and E is an .S^-space there exists an extension 0a: /i —> E [19].

Since JSa is nuclear and T= OaJSaRa we have that F is nuclear.

There are numerous corollaries to III.3. Perhaps the most important is the

following result of [19].

Corollary III.5. A complemented subspace of an ££x-space is an ■&?a,-space.

Proof. Let X be a complemented subspace of an -space E and F an arbitrary

Banach space. Let Pe N(X, F) and P: E-+ X a projection. By III.3, TP is fully

nuclear and, since P is onto, Pis fully nuclear and so, by III.3, X is an i^oo-space.

The main examples of quasi-nuclear operators which are not nuclear are the

nonnuclear Hilbert-Schmidt operators between Hilbert spaces [24]. The existence

of such operators for general Banach spaces appears not to have been studied.

Thus the following corollary is interesting.

Corollary III.6. If E is not an ^-space, then there exists a Banach space F,

and a quasi-nuclear operator T: E —> F that is not nuclear.

Corollary III.7. Suppose E has an unconditional basis. Then E is isomorphic to

c0 if and only if, for each Banach space F, AS (E, P) = N (E, F).

Proof. If AS(£, F) = N(F, F) then certainly QN (E, P) = N (E, F), and by

Corollary III.6, Pis isomorphic to an .S^-space and from [18, Corollary 5, p. 297]

it follows that E must be isomorphic to c0. The converse is just III. 1.

Corollary III.8. If E is isomorphic to a quotient space of a ^£^-space G, and F

is any Banach space, then there is an operator T: E -* F that is not nuclear.

(We remark that III.8 is valid for E a quotient of an i^-space or a subspace of

an =5fj-space or F a quotient of an -2^-space or a subspace of an J^-space.)

Proof. Construct F: F^-Fas in Theorem 1.22. Let S: G—> E be onto. If Pis

nuclear, then TS: G -> F is nuclear, hence it is fully nuclear. It follows that the

dual (TS)'a: F'0 -*■ G' of the astriction (TS)a: G -> P0 is nuclear. But cl (P(£)) = P0

is sufficiently Euclidean and it follows by the construction of 1.20 that (TS)'a is not

even absolutely summing.

Corollary III.9. Every nuclear operator is the restriction of a fully nuclear

operator.
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Proof. Let F: £-> £ be nuclear. Let 5 be the unit ball of £', and consider the

canonical injection J: E-> lx(S). Then there exists a nuclear operator P: /„(S) —> F

such that £=77. Pis fully nuclear, and Pis the restriction of T.

This is the result promised in 11.13.

Corollary III. 10. Let T: E-> F be nuclear such that dim F(£) is infinite. Then

there exists an infinite-dimensional subspace £0 of E such that the restriction of T,

T0: E0 —► £, is fully nuclear.

Proof. Suppose we represent P as Jfml Xf, <g> yu \\f\\ 0, HyJ 0, 2,-1 M

< +co. Then consider the factorization of Theorem II.11:

Thus, P(£) is a separable infinite-dimensional subspace of c0, so cl (P»(£)) contains

a complemented subspace G isomorphic to c0 [21], [31]. Let P: cl (P(£)) -> C be a

projection. Let £0 = P"1(C), £0 is closed since G is closed, and £0 is infinite dimen-

sional since P(£0) is dense in G. Let P0: £0 —> £, P»0: £o —> G, (US)0: G-^Fbe

the appropriate restrictions and astrictions. US is nuclear, so (US)0 is nuclear,

and G is isomorphic to c0, so (C/S)0: C->£is fully nuclear. But R0(E0) is dense in

C so, (US)0R0: £„->£ is fully nuclear but d (F(£0)) = cl ((l7S)0P0(£0)F0(£0)).

Thus T0 is fully nuclear.

2. Questions. We have made most of the comments concerning JS?«,-spaces and

their operator characterization in the preceding pages. The following question

would advance the theory put forth in Chapter III:

(Q6) Suppose £is an ^,-space. Does the restriction map y: i?(Z, £) -> if( Y, E)

have a closed range for all pairs < Y, Z>, Z=> 7? (Converse of III.4(i).)

As mentioned earlier, (Q6) was posed by A. Lazar.

IV. Completely Nuclear Operators

I. Introduction. In this chapter we consider the notion dual to that of a fully

nuclear operator. As to be expected, our results parallel those of Chapter II.

Definition IV. 1. Let Pe if(£, £). We say that Pis completely nuclear and write

Pe CN (£, £) if TK, defined by

£/Ker P

is nuclear, where <p denotes the canonical mapping: £-^£/KerP. It will follow
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from the elementary fact below that, in general, nuclear operators are not com-

pletely nuclear.

2. Duality with fully nuclear operators. Let us recall that for Fe £C(E, F), Ta

denotes the astriction operator Ta: £->cl (T(E)).

Remark IV.2. We have the following duality (for arbitrary operators and their

(a) [Ta]'=[T']K;

(b) [TK]' = [Ta]'>l> where 4> is canonical: F' -* F'/cl (F(£)°);

(c) if Pis reflexive, [T']a = [TK]'.

These facts are immediate from the relationships between images and annihilators

of operators and their adjoints; see e.g. [43].

From the simple facts recorded in IV.2 we obtain the following:

Theorem IV.3. Suppose E' or F' has the approximation property. Then

(d) Fe FN (E, F) if and only ifT e CN (F\ £'); and

(e) if Eis reflexive, Fe CN (E, F) if and only ifT e FN (F', £').

Proof, (d) If Te FN (E, F) then Ta, hence [Ta]', is nuclear. By (a), [Ta]' = [T]K,

i.e. P' e CN (F', £'). Now suppose P' e CN (F', £'), »•§• [7"k is nuclear. Again

by (a), [Pa]' is nuclear. Since E' or F' has the approximation property it follows

[7] that Ta is nuclear, i.e. Te FN (E, F). The proof of (e) is analogous using IV.2(c).

Remark IV.4. In IV.3 we used the approximation property only to infer that if

7" is nuclear then P is nuclear. Whether this is true in general is not known and

apparently difficult.

Indeed, let us say that a Banach space E has the nuclear adjoint property (NAP),

if Pe J^(£, F) and T e N (F', £') implies Te N (£, £) for every Banach space £.

The result of Grothendieck used above can now be stated: If E' has the approxima-

tion property then E has NAP. Thus one sees the difficulties in trying to avoid the

approximation property hypothesis in IV.3.

3. The linear and "ideal" structure of CN (£, £). From IV.2(a) we see that

(lT+S]a)' = ([T+S]')K = [S' + T'}K and so, by II.6, CN (£, £) is not in general a

linear space. As to be expected the ideal structure is also pathological.

Theorem IV.4. If Te J?(E, £), Se CN (£, G) then STe CN (£, G) for any

Banach spaces E, F and G.

Proof. The operator P: £/Ker 5P-> F/Ker S defined by f(x + Ker ST) = Tx +

Ker S is well defined, continuous (and one-to-one). Consider the following diagram:

adjoints):

£
T

* F
S

G

+

£/Ker ST
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where the unnamed maps are canonical. Clearly (ST)K = SKf. By hypothesis SK is

nuclear and thus (ST)K is nuclear as asserted.

On the other hand if Fe CN (F, F) and Se^(F,G) then, in general, ST$

CN (E, G). This results from the fact that every nuclear operator admits a completely

nuclear lifting. This fact is proved in Chapter V.

4. The conjecture of Grothendieck. In this section we prove the following

theorem:

Theorem IV. 5. Suppose £t°{E, F) = CN (F, F) and E is isomorphic to a conjugate

space. Then one of E, F is finite dimensional.

Proof. Suppose E=X' for some Banach space X and that dim E, dimP=co.

By Theorem 1.15, E has a sufficiently Euclidean factor space, say G, and by Theorem

1.21 a nonabsolutely summing operator T from G to P. If G = E/Z then clearly

Z<= Ker T<p where 9 is the quotient map. By hypothesis Ty is completely nuclear.

Thus we have

where ^(g) = </>(e + Z) = e + Ker T<p. Clearly T=(T<p)K!p and so T must be nuclear.

But Pis not even absolutely summing.

Theorem 1V.5 is also true under the hypothesis that E' contains an infinite-

dimensional reflexive subspace.

5. A characterization of Hilbert space II. As in the case of FN (E, F), there are

important cases when CN (F, F) is a linear space.

Theorem IV.6. Suppose E' has the approximation property and Fe N (E, F). If

E is reflexive and cl (P'(F')) is complemented in E' then Te CN (F, F).

Proof. If the hypotheses are satisfied then [T']a is nuclear and hence [TK]' is

nuclear; since E' has the approximation property TK is nuclear, i.e. Te CN (E, F).

Corollary IV.7. If E is isomorphic to a Hilbert space (in particular if dim E

< +00) then, for any Banach space F, N (E, F) = CN (F, F).

Theorem IV.8. Suppose E is reflexive and

(i) each closed subspace G of E' has the approximation property, and

(ii) N (E, F) = CN (F, F) for all Banach spaces F.

Then every closed subspace of E' is complemented.

Proof. Let Te N (F, E') where Fis an arbitrary Banach space. Then

E * G
T

> F

F/Ker T<p

T'eN (F", F') = N (F, F')
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since E is reflexive. Since N (E, F') = CN (E, F'), [T']K is nuclear and so (7a)' is

nuclear and as in the previous results Ta is nuclear. Thus N (F, £") = FN (F, E')

for each Banach space F. By II.9 every subspace of E' is complemented.

We now prove the completely nuclear analog of 11.11.

Theorem IV.9. Suppose E' is as in IV.8 and the canonical operator N (F, E') —>

CN (F, E') (i.e. 7-> TK) is an isometry for each Banach space F. Then E is iso-

metrically isomorphic to a Hilbert space.

Proof. The hypotheses imply those of 11.11 for N (F, E') and so E', hence E,

is isometrically isomorphic to a Hilbert space.

Remark IV. 10. From the above results and those of Chapter II we have

N (H, H) = FN (H, H) = CN (H, H) for any Hilbert space H. Modulo the restric-

tions of 11.11 and III.9 the converse is also true.

6. An analog of a conjecture of Grothendieck II.

Remark I V.U. There is a completely nuclear operator P such that P' is not

completely nuclear.

Indeed the example of II. 13 suffices. For if P is the operator of II. 13, P e N (72, h);

by IV.9, Fe CN (l2, IJ. If T were completely nuclear then (T')K hence (TJ would

be nuclear. Since all spa^ s under consideration (and their adjoints) have the

approximation property,      FN (/2, k) which contradicts 11.13.

Observe that if S=T' above then S is an operator such that S' is completely

nuclear and 5 is not completely nuclear.

7. Questions. Although there are many questions concerning completely

nuclear operators we list here only some of the obvious ones.

(Q7) Is IV.5 true if E is not necessarily isomorphic to a conjugate space?

We suspect that the answer to (Q7) is affirmative. A positive answer would come

from an affirmative answer to

(Q8) Does every infinite-dimensional Banach space have an infinite-dimensional

sufficiently Euclidean factor space?

(Q8) appears to be difficult.

Also we do not know if IV.3(e) is true if the reflexivity hypothesis is dropped.

This problem is equivalent to (by IV.3(d)) the following:

(Q9) If Pis completely nuclear is T" completely nuclear? Conversely?

The difficulties of (Q9) relate to those of the problem of Grothendieck: If 7" is

nuclear, is Pnuclear? Indeed we have

J
F-> F

T

F/KerP-^>F"/Ker 7"

where J is evaluation and <p(e + Ker 7) = e + Ker T" (viewing e as an element of E").

If TK is nuclear (i.e. 7 is completely nuclear) then it follows that (T")K<p is nuclear
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but, in general, there appears to be no way to conclude that (T")K is nuclear.

Likewise even though J is an isometry there is no way to guarantee that TK is

nuclear knowing that ./7V is nuclear. Of course assuming that E" has the approxima-

tion property yields an affirmative answer to (Q9) but in general we do not see

how to overcome the reflexivity hypothesis.

V. Characterizations of .S^-Spaces

1. -S^-spaces.   This chapter provides the dual of Theorem III.3. We begin with

Theorem V.l. The following assertions are equivalent:

(i) E is an ^-space;

(ii) N (£, £) = CN (F, E) for every Banach space F;

(iii) for every Banach space F and closed subspace F0 of F, the canonical map

F0 ® E —s- F ® E is an isomorphism; and

(iv) E' is an infective space.

Proof. That (i) and (iv) are equivalent is the result of Lindenstrauss and Rosenthal

[19].
Let J be the canonical map from F0 ® E —> F ® E where F0 is a closed subspace

of the arbitrary Banach space F. Clearly J is an isomorphism if and only if

which is restriction -S?(£, E') -> iP(F0, £'), is onto. The latter happens if and only

if E' is injective. Thus (i), (iii) and (iv) are equivalent.

(i) ->• (ii). As remarked in III.4 an -S^-space has the approximation property. By

[19] and [7] so does an JS^-space and thus E has NAP (IV.4). Thus if Pe N (F, E),

T e FN (£', F') by III.2(iii). From the last paragraph of Chapter IV it follows

that P is completely nuclear.

(ii) ̂ (i). Suppose Pe N (F, F) = CN (F, E) and let K=YLerT. Let F0 be a

closed subspace of F. If J denotes the canonical map F0 ® £-> F ® E then J\K

is closed. Thus we obtain the diagram

<£{F0, £') <-       -S?(£, £')

It is easily checked that K° contains the operators c finite rank from £0 to £'.

As in III.3 it follows that £' is an &x-space. Thus by r19] £ is an i^-space.

Remark V.2. (i) Grothendieck [7] observe that for £ an £,Gii)-space £0 ® £

£ ® £ is always an isometry (see also [30]). It follows from the results of [37]

that this above property actually characterizes £,(/x)-spaces. This first led us to

believe that V.l(iii) indeed characterized .Sfj-spaces.

Since there are ^-spaces which are not £,(^)-spaces [16], [18], V.l completes

the study begun by Grothendieck, i.e. the isometric and isomorphic characteriza-

tions are now complete.
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(ii) We should mention that in view of III.3 and V.l and the remark, it seems

reasonable to suspect that if one assumes that E has the metric approximation

property that III.3(iii) implies that E" is a Pi-space. However, an example of Isbell

and Semadeni [38] shows that this is not the case.

(iii) Again in view of Theorem III.3 it is natural to consider spaces Ffor which

I (P, P) = N (P, E) for any Banach space P. However by 0.15, this is always true

if E is reflexive. However, it is interesting that this property characterizes the

/^(r^spaces among the P^^-spaces. Indeed by [7, Proposition 9, p. 64] an li(Y)-

space has this property. Since Lm[0, l]-»Pi[0, 1] is integral and not nuclear it

follows by a standard decomposition argument that this is true for any nonatomic

measure y.

2. Corollaries.   There are corollaries to V.l analogous to those of III.3.

Corollary V.3. Let E be an arbitrary Banach space and F a subspace of an

Jifi-space. Then there is a T: E —> F which is not nuclear.

Proof. Construct F=Ty Ay/, (g yi} as in 1.22 (in particular [ftj] is sufficiently

Euclidean) and suppose /: F-> G is an into isomorphism where C7 is an JS^-space.

If Pwere nuclear then T'J' would be nuclear and since the domain of T'J' is an

-z^-space, the astriction of T'J' would be nuclear. But the image of T'J' is [ffj]

and it is easy to see that the adjoint of the astriction of T'J' is not nuclear. Thus P

is not nuclear.

Our next result is the analog of III.9.

Corollary V.4. Every nuclear operator admits a completely nuclear lifting.

Proof. Let P: E -> P be nuclear where E and F are arbitrary Banach spaces. It

will be known that F is isomorphic to /j(r)/Z for suitable Y and Z and, by 0.17,

Thas a nuclear lifting P to /,(r)

E -£-> lt(D/Z

^fX^     °>      q the quotient map.

By V.l(ii), Pis completely nuclear.

The analog of III. 10 is just Grothendieck's "strong" factorization of a nuclear

operator. Indeed we know from 0.14 that if Pis nuclear, Pfactors through c„ -> /,

and this latter map is nuclear. Thus Grothendieck's result together with III.3 and

V.l shows that every nuclear operator factors through an operator that is both fully

nuclear and completely nuclear.
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3. Questions. Even in view of V.2(iii) there is hope that an analog of III.7 is

true: Indeed

(Q10) Suppose E is nonreflexive and has an unconditional basis. If I (F, E)

= N (F, E) for each Banach space F, is E isomorphic to /,?

We know only a little about the situation of (Q10).

Grothendieck has observed that the injection ly —> c0 is integral [8]. Since this

map is not compact it is surely not nuclear. By a result of R. C. James [12], if E

satisfies the first hypothesis of (Q10) then E must contain either c0 or lt. The second

hypothesis and the above remark show that E cannot contain c0. Indeed, since E is

separable it follows from a result of Sobczyk [32] that if c0<^E then c0 is comple-

mented in E. Thus if /, -> c0<=£ were nuclear, ly —> c0 would be nuclear.

VI. Summary

1. The and J^-spaces. As mentioned in the introduction the and

.^-spaces appear at this developing stage to play the role in the study of the

isomorphic structure of Banach spaces that is played by the LooO-0- and L,(/x)-spaces

in the study of the isometric structure of such spaces. The important papers [18],

[19] have solved many of the problems concerning ü^-spaces (1 f^p^oo) but there

are still many unsolved problems (see e.g. [19]).

Our attempt in this work has been to give some internal characterizations of the

J5?co- and ^-spaces and, of course, we have relied heavily on the papers [18] and

[19]. To conclude this work it seems worthwhile to summarize what is now known

about the and .S^-spaces. All statements not contained in this paper are from

[18] and [19]. In what follows K(E, F) denotes the compact operators from E to F.

The ^-spaces.

Theorem VI. 1. The following are equivalent:

(a) E is an ££m-space;

(b) E' is an ^-space;

(c) E" is injective;

(Extension properties)

(d) for each pair of Banach spaces, Z, Y with Z=> Y, every Te K(Y, E) has an

extension T e Ä^(Z, X);

(e) same as (d) but Te SC(Z, X);

(f) for Banach spaces Y andZ^> E, every TeK(E, Y) has an extension Te K(Z, Y);

(g) same as (f) except f e St°(Z, Y);

(h) there is a A>0 such that for all pairs of Banach spaces Y, Z, Z=> Y, dim Z

< +00, each Te&(Y, E) has an extension Te £(Z, E) with \\f || ̂  A||7*||;

(i) there is a A>0 such that //dim Y< +co, Z=>E; each T e 3?(E, Y) has an

extension TeSC(Z, Y) with \\f\\^X\\T\\.

(Operator properties)

(j) I (E, F) = AS (E, F)for all Banach spaces F;
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(k) N (£, £) = QN (£, F)for all Banach spaces F;

(1) N (£, £) = FN (£, £) for all Banach spaces F {for all conjugate Banach spaces

F) (for all reflexive Banach spaces F);

(m) I (£, £) = FI (£, £) for all Banach spaces F (for all conjugate Banach spaces

F) (for all reflexive Banach spaces £);

(n) analogous to (j) or (k) with E the range space.

Theorem VI.2. (a) A complemented subspace of an ^-space is an ^-space;

(b) if for all pairs of Banach spaces Y, Z with Z=> Y, the restriction map r: &(Z, E)

—> ££( Y, E) has a closed range then E is an ^-space.

The ^-spaces.

Theorem VI.3. The following are equivalent:

(a) E is an ^-space;

(b) £' is an Jf^-space;

(c) £' is injective;

(Lifting properties)

(d) for all pairs of Banach spaces Z, Y and onto operators <p: Z -> Y, each

T e K(E, Y) has a lifting f e K(E, Z);

(e) same as (d) but with T e £c°(E, Z);

(f) for all pairs of Banach spaces Y,Z and onto operators <p:Z-+E, every

Te K(Y, E) has a lifting f e K(Y, Z);

(g) same as (f) with Te£(Y,Z);

(h) there is a ß > 0 such that for all pairs of Banach spaces Y, Z, and onto operators

<p:Z->F, dimZ<+oo, each Te SC(E, Y) has a lifting f e K(E, Z) with \\f\\ ̂ ß\\T\\;
(i) there is a ß>0 such that if'dim Y< +oo and <p: Z -> £ is onto, each Te^C(Y, E)

has a lifting Te&(Y, Z) with \\f\\ ̂ ß\\T\\;
(Operator properties)

(j) N (£, £) = CN (£, £) for every Banach space F; and

(k) for every pair of Banach spaces Y, Z, Z=> Y, the canonical operator Y ® £

—> Z ® £ is an isomorphism.

Theorem VI.4. (a) Every ^-space is isomorphic to a subspace of an Ly(ii)-space

for some measure y;

(b) a complemented subspace of an ^-space is an ^-space; and

(c) if E is an Lx(p)-space and I (F, £) = N (£, £) for all Banach spaces F then E

is an IAY) for some Y.

2. Final remarks. We conclude this paper by remarking that there is a theory

of fully-p-integral, fully-p-nuclear, completely-/>integral, completely-/?-nuclear, etc.

which, roughly speaking, parallels the development of [41]. Indeed we have not

mentioned the multiplication theory of [41] at all and have only briefly mentioned

the duality theory for the operators defined in this work. It is possible to character-
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ize the .^-spaces using these concepts. Some of the results we have obtained seem

to us, at present, to be artificial and we have hopes of significantly improving

them. These results will appear in a later paper.
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